Story Smith's Journey to Rehabilitation

“I remember every bit of the accident,” says Story Smith. “One of the things that has kept me going is thinking about the gentleman who held my head in that parking lot, and the people who held my hands after I was struck.” When she thinks back to the severe trauma of being run over by a car and gravely injured, the compassion of other people is what Story remembers.

A week after the December 2022 incident, following emergency surgery and stabilization of her numerous injuries at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center—including a mild brain injury, shattered ankle, 10 broken ribs, fractured left pelvic bone and sacrum bone—Story entered through the doors of the physical medicine acute Rehabilitation Center at Mt. Ascutney Hospital in Windsor, Vermont.

“When we saw the extent of her injuries and the resources we would need to help her, I expected Story to stay with us in our Rehabilitation Center for 3 to 4 weeks,” says Senior Director of Rehabilitation Services, Belinda Needham-Shropshire. “But through her motivation and our staff’s expert care, that was reduced to just ten days.”

“We genuinely could not do any of this without you. We want to hear from you! What do you find most useful about this Report? What would you like to see in future editions? Reach out and let us know.”

Tayo Kirchhof, Director of Development
Tayo.S.Kirchhof@mahhc.org

Steve Crihfield, Development Committee Chair
A Time of Transition

Join us in welcoming Interim CEO Winfield “Win” Brown. Win comes to us with an extensive background in healthcare administration, most recently as President and CEO of Heywood Healthcare in Gardner, Massachusetts for the past 12 years. He has also served in administrative roles at Lowell General Hospital and Northern Berkshire Healthcare, and in a variety of development roles at philanthropic organizations. Please join us in welcoming Win as we start our next chapter.

We also say goodbye and thank you to Dr. Joseph Perras, who started with us in 2013 as Director of Hospitalist Services, became Chief Medical Officer in 2015, and then led the Hospital for the past 6 years as our President and CEO. We wish him well in his new role with our Dartmouth Health system partner as President and CEO of Cheshire Medical Center in Keene, New Hampshire.

Story Smith’s Journey to Rehabilitation (cont. from cover)

Part of Story’s motivation was that, ironically, prior to sustaining her injuries, she was training to become an occupational and physical therapy assistant herself, and was determined to regain her strength and mobility to complete the clinical rotations that are part of her education.

According to Needham Shropshire, rehabilitation for patients happens in layers, from the foundations up. “We start by helping someone like Story learn to regain balance and stand again, from there to moving with confidence, then onto completing more complex tasks needed to get through daily living.” Story’s rehabilitation centered on concentrated physical and occupational therapy. Story’s Occupational Therapist, Stella Virchick, CTR-L, says “Working with Story was unique because of her own training as an occupational therapist. She was not only my patient but a peer, who understood why I was asking her the questions I was. It was easy for us to collaborate on solving problems.” Virchick adds that Story was dealing with both physical and emotional difficulties as a result of her accident, “which is common for many patients, and something we always keep in mind as we provide care.”

While Story’s recovery focused on OT and PT, other patients benefit from the Bioness Vector Gait System, an advanced, computer-aided system that closely tracks how people walk, and our recently introduced Virtual Reality technology, which is inspiring patients to move through artificially created spaces, performing tasks while engaging their imaginations (see sidebar on page 3).

Gait and Safety System

A special harness that promotes independent walking by supporting the patient’s weight, with movements closely tracked by computer to assist therapists in assessing and correcting gait issues.

Miller Therapeutic Pool

A pool is technology? Absolutely! Our one-of-a-kind pool is designed and temperature-controlled to support aquatic physical therapy to our patients, with hours available to the community as well.

Virtual Reality

This system provides patients with a goal-oriented VR experience that lets them move their whole body through virtual space. Stella Virchick, CTR-L, explains that the system can give patients customized tasks to perform within the virtual reality: “from reaching for a pulp bar at the beach to reaching out and grabbing Swiss cheese at the deli counter.”

Enhancing Care with Advanced Technology: Virtual Reality and More

Our CARF accredited physical medicine acute Rehabilitation Center leads the region because of the professionals who make up our team. Their ability to provide excellent care to both inpatient and outpatient services is enhanced by the advanced technology available for their use.

Outside the Rehabilitation Center, we continue to make upgrades in technology across the Hospital, including our recent, donor supported, acquisition of a specialized Eye Surgery Sterech, which is designed for maximum patient comfort during eye procedures. It allows for easy transfers on and off of the stretcher, and helps the surgeon to be better positioned while looking through the operating microscope. It’s just one of the ways we are continually improving our tools and technology to serve you.

Employee Spotlight: Sandra Connolly, Supply Chain Specialist

Sandra Connolly grew up in Windsor, Vermont, and for much of her life Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center (MAHHC) was just the place up the hill from her home where she went for medical appointments. Her perspective shifted in 2014, when she changed careers from sales to a position at the Hospital managing nurse scheduling for the Acute Swing and Acute Rehabilitation units. She says, “I saw first-hand all of the hard work and skill that goes into caring for patients—I was amazed. Unless you see it with your own eyes, it’s hard to grasp the effort involved.”

“There’s a real feeling of pride in looking across the Hospital and knowing that you contributed to the improvements that you see.”

Since joining MAHHC, Sandra has provided support through a number of roles where needed, including time spent in development and marketing, as a per diem unit secretary, and now back supporting the clinical units as Supply Chain Specialist, making sure that nurses, doctors, and staff have the equipment and supplies they need to do their best. Across that time, she has given back to the Hospital as an employee donor. “When I was first hired,” she explains, “we were in the midst of a capital campaign largely to fund upgrades to our Rehabilitation Center. I was happy to be part of the organization, and I gave to the campaign because I wanted to deepen my involvement and sense of belonging.”

Sometime after the capital campaign wrapped up, Sandra decided to continue giving back to the Hospital as an ongoing donor. She says, “While the Hospital has a number of ways for employees to give, personally I feel most comfortable donating to the Annual Fund, where I know my contributions are pooled with others for the benefit of all.”

“Sandra. She adds, “I love to walk people through places like our Rehabilitation Center and know that I played a small but very real part in what I see. If you’re proud of where you work, if you want to increase your sense of attachment to this place and coworkers, and if you have the financial ability, becoming an employee donor is one of the most satisfying things you can do. As a community, we’re so fortunate to have a hospital of this caliber, and I am glad to support it.”

“I was motivated, and reassurance came quick. I would like to credit the LNAs. They knew what I needed in terms of my rehabilitation.”

“I was motivated,” says Story, “and reassurance came quick. I would like to credit the LNAs. They knew what I needed in terms of my rehabilitation. They let me do by myself what I knew I could do. They were sensitive to my traumatic brain injury (TBI), knowing that loud noises hurt me. And they had so many little tricks for everything, from hooks for masks to how to get my toilet paper. They had enormous patience with me.”

“Just as good Samaritans held onto Story in that parking lot until help arrived, our nurses, doctors, and staff have been there for her every step of the way.”

Sandra adds, “I love to walk people through places like our Rehabilitation Center and know that I played a small but very real part in what I see. If you’re proud of where you work, if you want to increase your sense of attachment to this place and coworkers, and if you have the financial ability, becoming an employee donor is one of the most satisfying things you can do. As a community, we’re so fortunate to have a hospital of this caliber, and I am glad to support it.”
The Impact of Planned Giving

The health of our community is about more than individual care. It is about the choices we make and the work we do as a community. Thanks to the power of planned giving, it is also generational. Today, several trusts continue the legacies of donors who sought to have a positive impact on community health beyond their lifetimes, for generations to come.

Clarence H. Martin was born in Ascutney in 1879 and was a well-known entrepreneur in the region. Mr. Martin was the founder of the Martin Motor Co., the president of Peoples National Bank, and active in town affairs most of his life. His philanthropy included large gifts to the Claremont Hospital (currently Valley Regional), the Martin Memorial Hall, and land for the Ascutney school. Clarence Martin passed away at his home in Ascutney in 1964, but his impact is still prevalent through the establishment of the Clarence Martin Memorial Trust of which Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center and Valley Regional Hospital are the shared benefactors. The Trust’s annual distributions to the Hospital are vital to providing high-quality care to our communities.

Access to high-quality local health care matters. And it matters to you, if MAHHC has been there for you in times of need and changed your life for the better, there are many ways for you to lend your support through planned giving opportunities. You can direct your support to patient experience, established capital needs, the Annual Fund, general operations, special initiatives, or other channels according to your wishes.

Bianch Curtis King utilized Ottauquechee Health Center (OHC) located in Woodstock, Vermont for her health care. In 1991, Mrs. King noted OHC as a beneficiary in her will. In 2022, Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center, which operates OHC, was the beneficiary of a final distribution from that will. Though Mrs. King passed in 1996, her will allowed for the remainder of her assets, after previous commitments were settled, to be distributed to multiple area charities, including OHC. Will distributions such as this allow for those close to you to receive support after your passing while also supporting the causes you feel connected to.

When you’re ready to make decisions, or if you have questions about how to gather the information you need as you make plans, we’re here for you. Please reach out anytime to Tayo Kirchhof, Director of Development at tayo.s.kirchhof@mahhc.org or 802-674-7321.

Inside the Family Wellness Program

“The wellness of our families is the fabric of our communities.”

That simple idea motivates and inspires Courtney McKaig, Family Wellness Coach with the Family Wellness Program in the Pediatric Clinic at Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center. The opt-in program, patterned upon the Vermont Family Based Approach pioneered by Dr. James Hudziak of the University of Vermont, has promoted healthy relationships between caregivers and children since its founding here in 2016, and is made possible with ongoing philanthropic support from the Couch Family Foundation.

McKaig says, “We created the Family Wellness Program to support all local families starting from their child’s infancy to boost parent-child relationships and screen for risk factors such as post-partum depression, financial stresses, housing and transportation challenges, mental health issues and substance use disorders.” In 2018, the Family Wellness Program incorporated Developmental Understanding and Legal Consult for Everyone (DULCE), providing support to families with babies up to 12 months. When children are 21 months old, McKaig says, “I introduce the Family Wellness Program and myself and meet with families in between their scheduled well child visits.” She explains that her focus as a Coach is on working to ensure healthy family relationships. “I talk with families to understand their unique circumstances, connect them with resources, and coach families in evidence-based approaches to navigate the changes of parenting in healthy, constructive ways.” This can include everything from referrals to therapists, guidance on adding healthy nutrition, movement, sleep routines, and stress management.

A key to the Family Wellness Program, explains McKaig, is that it is universally offered to every family. If you’re doing well, it can enhance your wellness. If there are concerns to address, it can help reduce that risk early. “This isn’t about singing out families with needs,” she says, “rather, it is about helping everyone parent the best they can.” McKaig is part of a team that includes a dedicated Family Wellness Therapist, social workers, the DULCE Family Specialist, and psychiatrists who provide consultation services to the program. She adds, “Health happens in the community, so I’m in partnership with many stakeholders across our communities, building parenting programs like Circle of Security, and creating a network of playgroups across the Connecticut River Valley where families can build their social support networks and share experiences and ideas.

While the Family Wellness Program provides invaluable prevention support to improve community health, it doesn’t generate income like lab tests or surgical procedures. McKaig says that Program funding has been provided over the years by philanthropic support. Currently, her position is funded by a second 3-year grant from the Couch Family Foundation. She says the Foundation “understands that raising children is one of the most important things we do as human beings—so it’s important to help people do it well. That’s why we are here.” Couch Family Foundation Executive Director Sara Vecchiotti, Ph.D., Esq., says that the Family Wellness Program aligns with the Foundation’s mission to enhance the well-being of children and families in the Upper Valley. “The innovation and relationship-based approach of the program, and its coordination across clinical and community systems, appealed to the Trustees,” she explains. “Rooted in Richard and Barbara Couch’s vision, shaped by their experiences as employers, parents, and grandparents, the Foundation seeks to support positive outcomes including healthy children, strong families, and vibrant communities.” And the Family Wellness Program is at the intersection of all three.
Corporations, Organizations, Foundations, and Trusts

American Legion Auxiliary No. 51
Ascotune Monticello Association
Auburn Dental
Barnes Family Fund
Beauchamp Rehabilitation Living Trust
Bleich E. King TUF Foundation
Blaine J. and Anna T. Boutelle Foundation
Boyd Savings Bank
Building Better Selves
Charitable Remainder Unital Trust of Beulah Robinson
Clarendon Savings Bank
Community Foundation of North Central Maine
Cone Automatic Machine Company
Coop Food Stores
Ems Construction
Ferris' Estate and Caddick Jewellers
Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund
Greater Unity
Great Eastern Radio
Green Mountain Foundation
Harrington Hospital
Hartford Healthcare
Hartford Supermarkets
Harvard Medical School
Highmark Health Foundation
ImageWorks Studio
Lourdes Health System
Ludlow Medical Group
Mt. Ascutney Hospital
New England Air Rescue
Olive Kate Trust
Senior Solutions
Stokes, Inc. & Wellness
Terry Memorial Foundation
Tibbetts Memorial Foundation
Town of Weathersfield
Town of Windham
Town of Windsor
Valley News
Westmoreland Hospital
William A. Smith
Winston Improvement Corporation

In Memory of
James E. Burt
John M. Bruno
Elizabeth Cross
Elen C. Davis, RN
Edward Dibon
Deborah K. Elkins
William G. Gammon
Susan Greenwald
Susann Greenwood
Terry Medical
The Manning Trust
The Charles and Anne鸡蛋壳
The Farmery of Vermont
The Vermont Medical School
Theodore Mann

We apologize for any names or organizations that may have been inadvertently omitted, misspelled, or incorrectly listed and appreciate notice of corrections or errors. Please forward notices to Tayo Kirchhof.

Thank you to the members of the MAHHC Development Committee.

We sincerely thank all the donors and supporters who make our work possible. Your gift of any level is accepted with deep gratitude.

You may also donate online at mtascutneyhospital.org/donate. Thank you for your support!
On Thursday, October 19th, Leadership, Board of Trustees, and friends of Mt. Ascutney Hospital and Health Center and Ottauquechee Health Center came together at Cloudland Farm in North Pomfret, Vermont to kick off a collaborative conversation about the future of health care in our communities.

The dinner event was also an opportunity for recently arrived members of the MAHHC Leadership team, including Interim CEO Win Brown, and Director of Development Tayo Kirchhof, to meet with and hear from community members.

Cloudland was just the start. The opportunity to meet and talk with us is ongoing—we invite all who have contributed to the success of MAHHC to join us and share your vision for health care right here close to home. To learn more or share your ideas, contact Tayo Kirchhof, Director of Development at 802-674-7321 or tayo.s.kirchhof@mahhc.org.